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Abstract
Object detection in images is a fundamental task in
many image analysis applications. Existing methods for
low-level object detection always perform the colorsimilariq ana1y.se.s in the 2 0 inurge space. However, the
crowded edges of different objects nurke !lie detection
conip1e.r and error-prone. This paper proposes tu detect
objects in a new edge color distribution space (ECDS)
rather than in the image space. In the 3 0 ECDS, the edges
of different objects are segregated and the spatial relation
of a same object is kept as well, which make the object
detection easier and less error-prone. Since uniform-color
objects and textured objects have different distribution
characteristics in ECDS, this paper gives a 3 0 edgetracking algorithm for the former and a cuboid-growing
algoritlim for the latter. The detection results are correct
and noiselfree, so they are suitable for the high-level
object detection. The experimental results on a sythetic
image and a real-life image are included.

1. Introduction

2. Edge color distribution transform

Object detection in images can be separated into two
levels. low-level object detection and high-level object
detection, according to the level of target object. The lowlevel object detection, also known as image segmentation
[1,2], is usually based on the analysis of color similarity.
The high-level object detection performs the semantic
analysis aided by the priori knowledge [3], e.g. templates
of the known objects. Plenty of techniques have been
proposed on the low-level object detection since it is the
basis of the high-level detection. Classification of
traditional image segmentation methods can be found in [I]
and 121. In a recent article, Fan et a1 [4] classified popular
image scgmentation methods into thresholding techniques,
boundary-based techniques, region-based techniques, and
hybrid techniques, Edge is an important feature used in
these methods. However, they all works in the 2D image
space where the edges of different objects are crowded,
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therefore detecting an object is always interfered with its
neighboring objects. Since many methods depend on the
color similarity, how to handle both uniform-color objects
and textured objects is also a difficulty. Some featurebased methods, e.g. using Gabor filters [5],can detect both
of them, but they are complex.
When humans detect a low-level object, they are not
bothered with its neighboring objects due to the color
differences. We then propose a new method - edge color
distribution transform - to segregate the objects with
different colors efficiently. It first gets the color of each
edge point during the edge extraction, and then transforms
all edge points to a 3D Edge Color Distribution Space
(ECDS), which is constructed by quantizing the image
space and the color space. In ECDS, edge points
belonging to different objects are segregated spatially
rather than overlapping or touching in the 2D image space.
Thus, the object detection in such space is much easier and
more precise. Since uniform-color objects and textured
objects have different distribution characteristics in ECDS,
we propose two different algorithms to detect them.

In this paper, we assume the image is of width W, of
height H , and of 256-level grayscale color mode.

2.1 Color operator
We choose Sobel edge operator [6] to extract the
edges in an image since i t generates double edges. Sobel
operator has four directional masks to detect horizontal.
vertical, left diagonal and right diagonal edges,
respectively. Therefore, it can detect edge points and their
local direction as well. Since the color of edge point may
be different from the color of object due to the color
bleeding caused by compression and decompression, we
design a color operator (Fig. 1 ) in order to smooth the
difference. This color operator has also four directional
masks corresponding to those of Sobel operator. When
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Sobel operator

are classified into three classes. Those offsetting from the
target point in only one dimension are Close neighbors;
those offsetting in only two dimensions are Medium
neighbors: others are Far neighbors. The weight value of
each class is deduced from its Euclidean distance to the
target point. Table I shows the weight values for all points
in the neighborhood.

Color operator

~ ~ - Weight
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ETarget I

clr- -

Far neighbor

Figure 1. Color operator
doing the edge detection. the S o k l operator determines
the direction with the maximal gradient for current point.
The color mask corresponding to this direction is selected
and centered at current point to calculate its color. which
is the quotient of the convolution of the selected mask and
the grayscale values of involved pixels divided by 4.
Thus, one detected edge point, which is selected hy
thrcsholding i t s Sohel value. can be descrikd with thrcc
parameters (.r. 1 , g). where .r and \ (OlrSU'. KxGf)are
the image coordinatcs of the edge point. and g (KgS255)
is its color calculated by the coloi operator.

2.2 Distance-weighted accumulation
Each edge point can be easily mapped to a point in the
3D X-Y-G spacc according t o its parameters. However.
this <)ne-to-one mapping is toim line to toleute the minor
color ditj-ercnce and to get good clustering effect.
Moreover. tlic memory requirement for such s p x e is too
large. Thus. the coordinates and thc color arc quantized to
form the ECDS point. which is defined as {(mr, iiiy, g/)l

round operator.
First. the image is divided into a mesh hy Ar and A?.
and the grayscale color spiicc is quantized hy Ag. Then
one point in the X-Y-G space is traiislormcd t o the point
in ECDS hy the folkiwing calculation.

Sincc this is ii many-lo-onc mapping. this transform is
actually an iiccuiiiuliition prwcss. Thus. each point in
ECDS has iui :iccuiiiuIiitor 10 record its density.
In fact. one point i n X-Y-G space contiihutes 1 0 the
density of ils ncighhorhod i n :I sphcr.11 area. Howcvcr.
thc tr;i~isfmimakes it only contrihutes to the target point
i n ECDS. Ti) minimize this quantiwti(mn error. we use a
distzincc-wcighted accumulation 111 make it contrihule t o
the 3 x 3 ~ 3neighborhod of thc iargct point. The neighbors

I
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I

3

Table 1. Weight values of 3 x 3 ~ 3neighborhood
Each point transformed lo the ECDS will increase the
accumulators of both the target point and its neighbors by
the weight values defined in Table I . Thus, the ECDS
reflects the density of both edge and color correctly.

2.3 ECDS
Since the mr-iiix plane is transformed from the image
space by linear quantization. the original spatial relation
among the edges of an object is kept in ECDS. Due to the
color difference, the edges of different objects, which were
overlapped or very close in the image space. are
segregated. Thus, a clustered part in ECDS always
indicates an object. which is not true in the image space.
Figure 2 shows the ECDS of a synthetic image
containing a white rectangle and a black. rectangle on the
gray background, Two rectangles are partially overlapped
(Fig. ?a). Fig. 2h shows the result of edge detection using
Sobel operator. The edges of two rectangles touch each
other. However. they are totally separated i n ECDS. as
shown in Fig. ?c, where the horizontal plane is the i i ~ r - i i i x
plane and the vertical ctwrdinate axis is the gl axis. The
top-layer polygon is the edge of the white rectangle, and
the hotloni-layer rectangle is that of the hlack rectangle.
The middle-layer polygon is the edge of hackground.
Ohviausly. detecting the rectangles in ECDS is very easy.
The synthetic image is simple since it only contains
unifc~rnm-colorohjects and background. so that the edges
a e consislent and continuous. Real-life images usually
contain many textured ohjccts and more complex
hackground. Figure 3 shows an example of real-life image
captured from a news video (Fig. 32). which contains
human face. suit. tie. map. icon. l o y . and captions. In Fiz.
3b. the edges of textured ohjects. such as captions. tie and
logo. arc very dense. The edge of suit is broken by the
overlapped captions. These f.iclors make thc ohject
detection in the image space more complex and errorprone. The ECDS is very helpful in these cases. In Fig. 3c.
where the brightness of point is proportional to its density.
the edges of textured objects are of high density so that
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la) Oriainal imaae

lb\ Sobel edaes

IC) Visualization of ECDS

(c) Visualization of ECDS

Figure 2. ECDS of a synthetic image

Figure 3. ECDS of a video image

they are easy to be detected. For example, part I i s the tie;
part 2 i s the logo; part 3 i s the icon; part 4 and 5 are
captions. The edges of suit locate in the different color
levels from that of the overlapped objects, so that the
detection will be less bothered because there are a certain
spatial distance between the interesting edge and the
overlapped edges.

boundary o f the window, the sequence o f points will be
accepted as a seed for tracking the edge.
The edge tracking begins from the extremities o f the
seed and detects the neirhboring points to grow the seed.
The tracking processes toward two opposite directions of
the seed are performed sequentially. If the lracking from
one extremity reaches the other extremity, i.e.. the edge i s
closed, the tracking of the other direction w i l l be cancelled.
Since the tracking goes along the edge direction, it i s
unnecessary to check a l l connected neighbors, but only
necessary to check the Direcrional Neighbors that are
determined by the local tracking direction. Let the current
extremity point of the seed be P and i t s last point be P'.
The direction o f
i s the current tracking direction.
which determines the directional neighbors (Fig. 4).
Directional neighbors include a l l those neighbors that are
not neighburs of P ' since the neighbors of P' have already
k e n processed in the last tracking step. For example, Fig.
4a-4c show the examples of directional neighbors when P'
i s the close neighbor, medium neighbor, and Far neighbor
of P, respectively. The successive tracking point i s
selected from directional neighbors first by the color

3. Object detection
Since the uniform-color objects and textured objects
have very different distribution characteristics in ECDS,
they should be detected in different ways.

3.1 Uniform-color object detection
The edges o f uniform-color objects are isolated and
continuous in ECDS, so we propose a 3D edge-tracking
algorithm to detect them.
First, the detection scans the ECDS sequentially using
a 4 x 4 ~ 3window stepping 2 in each dimension, and counts
the number N of non-zero-density points in the window.
The window size in m - m y plane i s relatively large since
we want to get reliable linear feature. The window size in
gl axis is smaller because the edge color o f uniform-color
object does not vary much. I f N i s not less than 4, there i s
possible a line crossing this window. Then, the straightline Hough transform is applied to this window to find the
collinear points. If a sequence o f points i s found collinear
and both the first one and the last one of them reach the

(a)

(b)
(C)
Saturated gray - P Light gray P'
Figure 4. Directional neighbors
~
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similarity with P and second by the distance from P. The
uacking stops when no successive point can be found or
the edge is closed. The points having been tracked are
removed from ECDS to avoid the repetitive detection.
After all linear edges being detected. the merging
process starts to merge those edges belonging to the same
object but k i n g broken by overlapped objects. It checks
each gap between near exlremities of neighboring edge
pair in similar color levels. If the gap can be bridged by
edges of other objects in the m - m y plane, the gap will be
filled to merge two edges.
After merging, those edges that are closed or whose
two extremities are both on the boundary of ECDS are
accepted, and the others are discarded. For closed edges,
there is an additional check: the color inside the edge
should be same as the color of edge. This check is to
eliminate the background edges such as the middle-layer
edge in Fig. 2c. Finally, each edge indicates a uniformcolor object in the image. Fig. 5a shows the polygonized
edges detected from the image in Fig. 3.

3.2 Textured object detection
Since the edges of textured objects cluster in ECDS,
we use a cuboid-growing algorithm to detect them.
First, the detection scans the ECDS sequentially using
a w x w x w cubic window stepping 1 in each dimension to
detect the high-density parts. If the average density of all
points in the window is not smaller than MIN-DENSITY,
which is determined by Ar, Ay, and Ag, this cube will be
recorded as a seed to detect the object. Then, all seeds are
processed in the descending order of the average density.
For a cuboid whose boundary is defined as (m-mar,
m - m i n , my-max, my-min, gl-max, gl-min), the cuboidgrowing algorithm is described as follows.
BOOL stop =False;
WHILE (NOT stop) [
Dmx+ =density after m - m + growing-srep;
Dm- = density after m-min - growing-srep;
Dmy+ =density after my-mar + growing2rep;
D m y = density after w-min - growinggrep:
Dgl+ =density after g l - m + growing-srep;
Dgl- =density after gl-min - growing-srep;
IF (maximum of 6 densities < MIN-DENSITY)
stop =True;
ELSE g o w the cuboid in the direction with the
maximum density for one growingjrep.

THEN
)

Window size w is 3 in this algorithm. Using a smaller
w, more textured objects will be detected; however, the
detection will be more noise sensitive. The growing-step
is 1 in this algorithm. It can be adjusted to speed up the
detection. The points in the detected cuboid are also
removed to avoid the repetitive detection. This cuboidgrowing algorithm is robust for texture types and noise.

-
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Cb)

Figure 5. Result of obiect detection
Fig. 5b shows the textured objects detected from the image
in Fig. 3. The limitation of this algorithm is that it cannot
yield precise boundaries for arbitrary-shaped objects.

4. Conclusions
This paper proposes to detect objects in a new edge
color distribution space rather than in the image space. In
the 3D ECDS, the edges of different objects are segregated
and the spatial relation of a same object is kept as well,
which makes the object detection easier and less errorprone. Since uniform-color objects and textured objects
have different distribution characteristics in ECDS, this
paper gives a 3D edge-tracking algorithm for the former
and a cuboid-growing algorithm for the latter. The
detection results are correct and noise-free. The quantization intervals Ax, Ay of the ECDS transform have a
direct impact on the detection rate. Smaller Ax, Ay brings
all objects up. while larger ones would only bring the
larger objects. Future research will focus on improving the
textured object detection algorithm.
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